Imaging Diagnosis of Hepatocellular Carcinoma: Recent Advances of Contrast-Enhanced Ultrasonography with SonoVue®
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Abstract
Due to the ability to detect the typical contrast-imaging pattern for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), that is hyperenhancement in the arterial phase and hypoenhancement in the late phase on a cirrhotic background, contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS) was included in the American diagnostic algorithm for HCC in 2005. However, its role has been questioned because of the possibility of misdiagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma. The present review aims to describe the advantages and disadvantages of CEUS applications using Sonovue® for HCC. In particular there is focus on the accuracy of CEUS in detecting the typical HCC pattern, the CEUS patterns of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC), the risk of misdiagnosis with HCC, the diagnostic use of CEUS in cases of locoregional and systemic treatments, and the evaluation of response to antiangiogenic treatment using dedicated software.

Introduction

Ultrasonography (US) has substantially impacted the way to manage liver cancer since its introduction in the 1980’s. In particular the arrival of real time grey scale conventional
US at that time not only permitted the detection of small lesions, but also allowed the development of ultrasound-guided techniques such as biopsy and ablation. The introduction of Doppler ultrasound followed shortly later in the late 1980’s.

However, not much had changed in the field of US in the last 15–20 years, when an enormous step forward was made with the arrival of the first second-generation US contrast agent, sulphur hexafluoride (SonoVue®) and ultrasound machines with contrast specific software in 2002. Contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS), as a technique, was defined by the first guidelines of the European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology (EFSUMB) [1]. It dramatically changed the ability to diagnose and manage of hepatocellular carcinomas (HCC) due to the ability to detect vascular lesion perfusion in real time, in addition to the advantages of the absence of ionizing radiation, a very high degree of safety, a relatively low cost, and easy repeatability [2]. With the ability to identify hyperenhancement in the arterial phase and hypoenhancement in the late phase (on a cirrhotic background) in HCC [3], CEUS was included in the American diagnostic algorithm for HCC in 2005 [4]. However, its role has been questioned because of the possibility of misdiagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma. The present review aims to describe advantages and disadvantages of CEUS applications using SonoVue® (Bracco Imaging, Italy) for HCC, that have emerged in the last 5 years from 2009–2014.

A short description of the status of CEUS with SonoVue® in focal lesions in cirrhosis, as of 2009, will be reported. An analysis of the literature of the last 5 years from 2009-2014, will be presented with specific reference to the following points: i) accuracy of CEUS (predictive values for HCC of different CEUS patterns and their sensitivities), ii) CEUS patterns of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) and the risk of misdiagnosis with HCC, with a critical review of the issue, iii) diagnostic use of CEUS in cases of locoregional treatments, and iv) the use of CEUS to diagnose the response to antiangiogenic treatment with sorafenib in HCC.

Overview of Ceus Usage Status as of 2009

The multistep hepatocarcinogenesis in cirrhosis, which starts from macroregenerative nodules and proceeds through low- and high-grade dysplastic nodules to well-, moderately- and poorly-differentiated HCC is characterized by a progressive increase in the newly formed tumor arterial supply and a decrease in the normal supply from “paired” arteries and the portal system [5–9]. Due to these vascular modifications, a noninvasive diagnosis of HCC, by multiphase contrast imaging techniques such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), has become possible in liver cirrhosis. These diagnostic techniques were incorporated in the first release of the European guidelines in 2001 [10], and unlike malignancies in other organs, there was no requirement for pathological confirmation. Following the introduction of CEUS, it was demonstrated that this technique was also able to detect the hallmark pattern of HCC – hyperenhancement in the arterial phase followed by wash-out (fig. 1). As a result of the high sensitivity of this technique [3], CEUS was introduced in the American diagnostic algorithm for HCC in 2005 [4], and it was endorsed in the guidelines of the EFSUMB as a diagnostic method for HCC [11]. The very high positive predictive value (PPV) of the typical CEUS HCC pattern, which allowed its introduction in the guidelines based on expert opinion, was also later confirmed by prospective studies, having histological confirmation as a reference standard [12, 13]. By 2009, the Japanese guidelines [14] had not included CEUS since no US contrast agent had been introduced in Japan at that time. Conversely, the Asian-Pacific guidelines, drafted in 2008 and published in 2010, included CEUS, but only with Sonazoid® or Levovist®, and not SonoVue®, as the latter had
not been introduced in those countries [15]. The latest release of the American guidelines in 2009, corresponding to those published in 2005, accepted CT, MRI or CEUS as diagnostic for HCC with the following specifications: a single noninvasive imaging technique is sufficient for lesions >2 cm in diameter, whereas two imaging techniques are required for lesions in the 1–2 cm diameter range [4, 16]. Just how sensitive CEUS was for the detection of the complete hallmark pattern emerged as a critical issue, with initial data showing sensitivities in HCC ranging from 22 to 50% for small nodules (<3 cm in diameter) [12, 13, 17]. A question about whether these limited sensitivities, usually 10–20% lower than with CT and MRI [12, 13, 17], was related to the degree of tumor differentiation in small nodules (frequently well differentiated in contrast to larger nodules which are more often moderately or poorly differentiated) was put forward based on some initial reports [18–20], but no definitive answer was found. Nonetheless, the regular use of CEUS in the diagnostic flowchart in combination with either CT or MRI appears economically advantageous for nodules sized 1–2 cm in diameter in comparison to the combination of CT with MRI after the first detection of such nodules in cirrhotic patients [21]. The AASLD 2005 guidelines state that investigations of HCCs should include at least one panoramic radiology technique (either CT or MRI) to stage the malignant disease, and the need for two positive imaging techniques for nodules <2 cm in diameter [4]. On this basis, CEUS with SonoVue® has become largely utilized in cirrhotic patient in many countries in which this contrast agent had been introduced, and new studies have dealt with the sensitivity and specificity of CEUS for HCC and the risk of misdiagnosis of ICC. Together with its widespread uptake by physicians, many authors started to investigate the utility of CEUS in detecting residual activity after percutaneous treatments, mainly in order to refine incomplete treatments, an approach nowadays widely used and later discussed herein.

**Recent Reports about the Diagnostic Accuracy of Ceus in Focal Lesions in Cirrhosis**

**The Sensitivity of Ceus for the Typical Hallmark Pattern Is Related to Size of the Lesion**

The diagnostic value of CEUS in the evaluation of focal liver lesions (FLLs) has been evaluated by Ryu et al. [22] Their study was a retrospective analysis of 48 patients with and without liver disease. Using criteria described in the EFSUMB guidelines with respect to typical
enhancement pattern of FLLs, CEUS was compared with contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) and contrast-enhanced MRI (CEMRI), respectively. The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of 50 masses (43 HCCs, 3 hemangiomas, 2 adenomas, 1 eosinophilic abscess and 1 metastasis) was respectively 83%, 88% and 84% for CEUS, 95%, 88% and 94% for CECT and 95%, 83% and 93% for CEMRI. Interestingly, the majority of FLLs that were discordant among techniques, with failure of US, were undetectable at CEUS due to their location at the hepatic dome. A subanalysis excluding lesions with a poor acoustic window, demonstrated an accuracy of 93%, like CECT and CEMRI [22], and in line with the rate of 90% reported by Strobel et al. in their study of 1,349 FLLs [23]. Whilst the limited number of patients affect the power of the study, this investigation emphasizes the limitations of CEUS with regard to FLL location, also already largely acknowledge by the guidelines [11].

An overall sensitivity of 88% for CEUS in diagnosing HCC, regardless of the presence of cirrhosis, emerged in a recent meta-analysis [24] of 2238 patient with the disease. However, the inclusion of patients with and without liver cirrhosis limits these results because the diagnostic approach in these two scenarios is totally different.

The HCC perfusion pattern has been widely investigated. When the dimensions are not taken into account for subgrouping, HCC showed hyperenhancement in the arterial phase in 93% and hypoenhancement in the late phase in 97% of cases [25]. Unfortunately, these findings, which were calculated on a series of large tumors with a mean diameter of 5.7 cm (±SD 3.0 cm ranging from 1.4 to 14.9 cm), are not well reproduced when nodules are stratified according to the lesion size. Indeed, the HCC pattern is not always typical in small lesions. The discrimination between neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions on a cirrhotic background was evaluated by Xu et al. [26], who analysed 225 consecutive patients during a US imaging surveillance program. Based on the typical enhancement pattern, the accuracy of CEUS was 91%, with a PPV of 100% and a negative predictive value (NPV) of 70.5%, respectively. However, the accuracy increased with lesion diameter, reaching 97.3% in 2.1–3.0 cm diameter lesions and 100% in 3.1–5.0 cm diameter lesions. Surprisingly, their results were even better than those of previous studies that demonstrated that only half of HCCs smaller that 2 cm in diameter are hypervascular at angiography [27] or at CEUS [28]. The detection of hyperenhancement in the arterial phase without ‘wash-out’ (an event that took place only in 6% of their records, observed until 6 minutes and including 7 HCC, 3 high grade dysplastic nodules and one macro-regenerative nodule), is still debated in terms of the need to treat such lesions without obtaining a preliminary histological confirmation. Conversely, only 39% of nodules smaller than 2 cm diameter showed hyperenhancement in the arterial phase by CEUS compared to 34% at CECT, according to Quaia et al. [29] Forner et al. found that 15% of study subject lesions showed hyperenhancement [30], despite that many of those not hyperenhancing in the arterial phase were nonetheless still HCCs. Interestingly, none of these hypovascular lesions were poorly differentiated. These data confirm a potential malignant nature of nodules even in absence of hyperenhancement in the arterial phase, not supporting a “wait-and-see” approach in this context.

The Degree of Venous Wash-Out Is Inversely Associated with the Grade of Tumor Differentiation

The accuracy of CEUS is greatly impacted by the tumor grade [31]. The typical pattern is present in only 17% of grade 1 HCCs and in 41% of grade 2–3 HCCs. Accordingly, atypical patterns have been described especially in cases of well differentiated HCCs, that may be isoenhancing in the late phase [18, 32, 33], or may present with wash-out, and in half of the cases occurring only later than three minutes [20]. The grading of HCCs according to their perfusion pattern can be inferred with a positive diagnostic likelihood ratio of 18.2 for predicting G2-G3 (moderately or poorly differentiated) differentiation grades, and a negative
likelihood ratio of 0.06 [32], respectively. Indeed, higher grades of tumor differentiation (G2 or G3) are more often hypoenhanced in the portal/late phase whereas the majority of lesions that do not present with wash-out are more often grade G1 (well differentiated) HCCs [32].

To summarize, the diagnostic accuracy of CEUS is affected by the tumor dimensions and grade, two characteristics that are often interrelated; namely, smaller lesions are more often well differentiated [34]. Thus, the detection of an atypical CEUS pattern of FLLs on a background of cirrhosis dictates that nodule dimensions must be accounted for and one should pursue a histological diagnosis whenever feasible, because such early HCCs have the highest probability to receive curative treatments, differently from when they become larger.

The Issue of Misdiagnosis with Cholangiocarcinoma

In 2010, Vilana and colleagues from the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer [35] described the CEUS pattern of 21 ICCs that were present in cirrhotic patients, showing that 10 of them (48%) had an appearance consistent with global arterial hyperenhancement and portal-venous wash-out, corresponding to the pattern which was until that point, typical only for HCCs. Conversely, MRI studies did not show such wash-out phenomenon, hence avoiding the risk of misdiagnosis. However, this prevented the possibility to establishing a diagnosis of malignancy by imaging alone. As a result, the EASL and AASLD guidelines from 2010 onwards, excluded CEUS from the diagnostic flow chart due to a possible misdiagnosis of ICC [35, 36]. In a study by Lu et al. [37] they demonstrated that 62.5% of ICCs >2 cm in diameter occurring on a background of cirrhosis showed an enhancement pattern similar to HCCs. Moreover, they stratified the patients according to the presence of cirrhosis or healthy background liver and interestingly, the pattern described as typical for ICCs (rim-like/non-enhancement in the arterial phase followed by hypo/non-enhancement in late phase) [11] was more frequently identified in ICCs in normal livers. These data are in keeping with a recent study which also evaluated the relationship between CEUS patterns and the histological characteristics of ICCs, which reported similar results [38]. A retrospective study [39] analyzed 33 histologically proven ICCs in cirrhotic patients compared to 50 randomly selected histological proven HCCs. No difference between ICCs and HCCs was established in terms of time of contrast appearance in the tumor or in the proportion of homogeneous hyperenhancement and heterogeneous hyperenhancement in the arterial phase. The only difference was in terms of the peak intensity of tumor and tumor/tissue ratio, which was lower in ICCs. Concerning the portal phase, ICCs showed earlier wash-out, in the majority of cases within 60 seconds (88%), whereas HCCs showed wash-out later than 60 seconds in 84% of cases, respectively. Moreover, a marked wash-out was noted in 79% of ICCs and only 12% of HCCs. Lastly, in the late phase, 91% of ICCs showed marked wash-out when compared to 44% of HCCs. Thus, the diagnostic accuracy of CEUS was 84% if early and marked wash-out in the late part of the portal phase was considered as typical [39]. These results are slightly different from Vilana et al. [35] and Galassi et al. [40] concerning the rate of ICCs that showed early wash-out, probably due to the larger rate of hepatitis B virus-related cirrhosis and due to a larger mean ± SD mass diameter (49.9 ± 27.1 mm versus 30.4 ± 11.6 mm). Indeed, when only small ICCs (within the Milano Criteria) were included, a marked wash-out was evident in only 24% of ICCs [40]. However, Lu and coworkers reported the median time to onset of wash-out in arterially hyperenhanced ICCs of only 43 seconds and of less than 1 minute (50 seconds) in HCCs <3 cm in diameter [38].

The updated EASL and AASLD recommendations [16, 41] decreased the lesion threshold for single imaging diagnosis from 2 to 1 cm in diameter, and CEUS was abandoned. Following these modifications, a sequential approach was suggested from a cost-effective point of view. This approach envisaged the use of CEMRI in cases when CECT was non-diagnostic for nodules >1 cm in diameter, and fine needle biopsy in cases with a lack of a typical pattern after utilizing both of these imaging techniques [42]. However, this optimal scenario encountered
real clinical practice in which MRI is not feasible in all patients mainly due to its limited availability, costs, presence of contraindications or factors limiting the technical quality, such as insufficient patient cooperation in breath holding. Therefore, the approach suggested by the Italian Society for the Study of the Liver and the British National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence, recommends CEUS in selected cases which are not appropriate, not accessible or unavailable for the use of CEMRI [43, 44].

**Guidance and Evaluation of HCC Treatments**

CEUS has been also used to guide percutaneous treatments including radiofrequency (RF), percutaneous ethanol injection (PEI) and microwave ablation (MWA), mainly to overcome mistargeting, an event that may occur in 2% of cases [45]. Indeed, the differentiation between a neoplastic nodule and the cirrhotic background on B-mode US has been reported to be only about 75% in HCCs <3 cm in diameter detected by CECT or CEMRI [46]. Visualization of nodules can be improved by contrast injection that can be performed immediately before or during the treatment. A limitation of SonoVue® with respect to Sonazoid® is represented by the relatively short time of microbubble persistence (usually about 4–6 minutes) that can make it difficult for the simultaneous insertion of the needle. However, even in cases of using CEUS, technical failure in recognizing lesions that are poorly identifiable on B-mode US ranges from 2% to 11% [47, 48] depending on lesion size. The response to percutaneous treatment performed under CEUS guidance appears to be appealing according to the results presented by Rajesh et al. [49] who reported no residual recurrence during a mean follow up of 16 months (range 9–26 months).

Besides its role in guiding percutaneous treatments, CEUS can also be used to evaluate the response to treatments. Incomplete necrosis after locoregional treatment is associated with a poor long-term survival [50]. Residual viable tumor foci should be suspected in the instance of enhancement in a portion of a treated lesion. Even though the response to locoregional treatment is usually assessed by means of CT or MRI, the EFSUMB guidelines suggest to use CEUS due to its high accuracy (91–100%), when CT or MRI are contraindicated or inconclusive [11, 51–54]. Additionally, the possibility to detect residual viable tumor portions shortly after an ablation procedure allows re-treatment during the same session. However, it is worth remembering that an immediate assessment of the deeper portion of a lesion is limited by gas formation or cavitation in cases of RF or by the presence of ethanol in cases of PEI. A time span of 24 hours between the treatment and CEUS would allow for optimal visualization, but it would prevent immediate re-treatments; for this reason, CEUS is routinely performed only after 10 minutes when the majority of artifacts have disappeared [2]. False positive findings for HCC persistence may occur in the first few weeks after RF ablation due to the presence of a hyperemic halo or to the occurrence of arteriovenous fistulas. However, in postablation reactions the enhancement observed during the arterial phase persists also during the portal and venous phases, without the occurrence of wash-out. Provided that venous wash-out is present before ablation, this feature may be of value [51]. A particular enhancement named “linear enhancement” has been noted [55], and is described as a linear-shaped enhancement that runs from one side of a lesion to the other, passing through the center, which occurs after RF. A clear relationship with tumor recurrence has not been demonstrated and it is probably ascribable to non-tumor vessels. A careful observation of these patients is suggested [56].

The capability of CEUS to explore a mass in three dimensions has stimulated radiologists to explore its utility in guiding transarterial chemoembolization (TACE), a procedure usually
directed by angiography. An incomplete embolization may occur in cases of extrahepatic feeding arteries, or when additional hepatic feeders distal to the super-selective catheter position are present. Indeed, when nonenhancing areas are located anteriorly or posteriorly, they are not appreciable with two-dimensional angiography. Burgmans et al. [57] proposed injecting microbubbles under US guidance directly through the intraarterial catheter in order to have a multiplanar visualization before TACE. A modification in the treatment approach occurred in 44.4% of cases due to the additional information provided by this technique, which was consistent with catheter-directed CT arteriography, used as a reference for intrahepatic findings. A possible role in the evaluation of TACE results has also been tested (fig. 2) [58]. Although CT can evaluate more lesions at the same time, being a panoramic technique, it suffers from the beam-hardening artifacts of Lipiodol® in the instance of conventional TACE. Such artifacts negatively affect the sensitivity in detecting residual tumor viability. Conversely, CEUS is not affected by Lipiodol® artifacts, but it allows the evaluation of only one or two lesions for each contrast injection, and visualization of deeply located lesions may be unfeasible. Multiplicity, hypoenhancement on pretreatment CEUS and infiltrative diffuse growth pattern are tumor conditions that affect CEUS efficacy. Indeed, CEUS was reported to provide the accurate assessment of treatment response to locoregional therapies using one contrast injection in 85% of solitary tumors, 58% in the case of two treated tumors and in 67% in the case of three treated tumors [59], respectively. In case of the absence of the aforementioned limitations, concordance with CT/MRI is instead extremely high. Cases of residual activity detected only at CEUS and overlooked at CT or MRI have been reported [56]. A high specificity in detecting residual activity at 24 hours has been demonstrated with fusion imaging with CT [60]. Taken together, these results indicate that CEUS cannot replace CT or MRI in the assessment of response to TACE, but that it can be valuably integrated with other imaging techniques in difficult cases.

Lastly, the increasing supply of antiangiogenic treatments that are under investigations and that probably will be available in the near future underlines the importance of an early assessment of tumor response to drugs. These molecules can be effective even in absence of tumor shrinkage, making purely dimensional criteria unsuitable to define the response to treatment. A cystic transformation often combined with tumor enlargement may occur in cases of responder tumors [61]. However, these finding are not accurate, making mandatory the use of contrast to appreciate active areas. An eventual decrease in tumor perfusion can be assessed visually or through imaging techniques able to quantify the enhancement. In par-
particular, general imaging software or dedicated packages can be used which are specifically developed to this aim and able to create time intensity curves of enhancement in a selected region (fig. 3). Furthermore, with the use of such software, raw data (uncompressed data before video-visualization) can be analyzed, which is essential for the most accurate analysis due to their linear behavior [62].

The EFSUMB has recently published advice about dynamic CEUS contrast quantification, showing great appeal of this technique [63]. A milestone is represented by the study conducted by Lassau et al. [64] that included 539 patients with different tumors including HCCs in 19 French centers. It demonstrated that the area under the curve (AUC) of tumor enhancement after a single injection of SonoVue® at day 30 with respect to the AUC at day 0 could be useful to predict the progression and survival from antiangiogenic treatment. Interestingly, only the ratio emerged as significant and not the absolute value. The percentage changes of the AUC both at day 15 and at day 30 with respect to baseline have been confirmed as predictive of response in another series of 28 HCC patients [65]. Other parameters including peak intensity, time to peak and slope coefficient of wash-in significantly differed between responders and nonresponders on the basis of m-RECIST criteria by CT performed at two months. On the other hand, a third study [66] emphasized time to peak at one month as the best discriminator for responders and nonresponders, a parameter that continued to increase in the responder group and that indicates the impact of antiangiogenic treatments on dynamic flow criteria. Moreover, time to peak in their series suggested a longer median survival of 273 days in the responder group versus 214 days in the nonre-
sponder group. However, it seems that the presence of portal vein thrombosis influences hemodynamic parameters, making it mandatory to identify it during the quantification process. Indeed, in cases of portal vein thrombosis, faster rise time and time to peak and higher maximum intensity have been reported [67]. Using CEUS in a preclinical animal model, we recently demonstrated that the response to sorafenib can be restored after transient interruption of treatment, whereas definitive treatment withdrawal leads to a rebound increase in vascular endothelial growth factor receptor-2 [68].

The future will probably and hopefully include targeted CEUS, giving the ability to the physician to go beyond the simple perfusion appearance and to explore FLLs on a molecular basis. Indeed, potentially non-immunogenic targeted microbubbles have been developed (BR55®; Bracco Imaging, Switzerland). So far, the only human applications include an experimental phase 0 study on prostate cancer, but preclinical results are very promising [69], especially in the field of response to antiangiogenic treatment. However, once approved for clinical use, molecular CEUS may improve HCC diagnosis or residual activity detection after locoregional treatments, widening the horizons of CEUS.

In conclusion, the extreme manageability of CEUS allows its use in several fields of HCC diagnosis and treatment, including planning and evaluation of the response. However, a knowledge of its limitations is important in order to exploit its advantages without affecting patient management.
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